GLIQ APP
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Welcome to GLIQ. The following terms and conditions will be valid and applicable to use
of any GLIQ affiliated website, application or service. These terms and conditions are in
motion the minute you begin using any GLIQ associated service. So, through your usage
you accept the following.
1. GLIQ reserves the right to modify and change its website or application at any time,
whether it is the logins, the sign up, the downloads or any other feature.
2. Without any written consent from GLIQ, you may not use any trademarked logos,
quotes, visuals or original ideas (for example, the social platform) to integrate into
another service.
3. If you are below the age of 13, you should use GLIQ under the supervision of a parent
or a custodian.4. R
4. Your comments are your responsibility and GLIQ holds no responsibility for other
individuals’ voiced opinions.
5. You may not use a false e-mail address, impersonate any person or entity, or
otherwise mislead as to the origin of any content. The information behind every account
is secured by GLIQ’s servers.
6. You cannot post illegal, offensive, racist, sexist, hateful, threatening, defamatory or
politically campaigning content. GLIQ has the right to remove such content and
deactivate your account.
7. GLIQ may send you emails to maintain an electronic form of communication.
8. Reviews on our service are welcomed as long as they comply with condition number
six.
9. GLIQ ensures maximum security of the servers used and total privacy, however, the
use of any GLIQ affiliated service is entirely at your own discretion and risk. You are
solely responsible for any damage to your computer system or loss of data that results

from use of any such download. We do not take any responsibility for any viruses, Trojan
horses, malicious adware, spyware, or harmful issues resultant of or in connection with a
download from our site.
10. GLIQ offers a customer service communication channel in compliance with these
terms and conditions.
11. All the posted content found on GLIQ websites/apps (such as text, graphics, logos,
button icons, images, and software) is the sole property of GLIQ.
12. Customer feedback is essential to us. So, if you have any opinions on how we can
make your service better, please contact us, via info@gliqapp.com .
13. Via our communication channels, any injurious or hateful communication can be
reported and thus will be investigated. So please, refrain from cyber bullying, attacking or
defaming.
Thank you for reading the following terms and conditions. Please, enjoy GLIQ.
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